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Food Drying with an Attitude
This essential companion for putting your food
dehydrator to work features instructions and
techniques for drying all the most popular fruits and
vegetables, along with meat and herbs. You’ll learn to
dry fruits and vegetables at their peak, giving you an
easy and economical way to stock your pantry with
apple rings, mango slices, banana chips, dried soup
beans, tomatoes, and much more for year-round
enjoyment. In addition, drying guidelines for specialty
items like meat jerky, fruit leather, dried herb and
spice mixtures, backpacking meals, and even baby
food round out this friendly handbook.

Dehydrator Cookbook
The New Food Dehydrator Bible - A Must-Have For
Any Dehydrator OwnerLearn how to use your new (or
old) food dehydrator like a Pro! Are you purchasing a
Nesco, Excalibur, Presto, Waring, Ronco or other food
dehydrator? Then you'll need this book!Amazon #1
Best Seller author Lisa Brian has cracked the code on
food dehydrating, and written an easy-to-use yet
comprehensive guide to getting the most out of your
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Dehydrator
Recipes
1 to nuts, to
anything! (from
fruit toVolume
vegetables,
meats)* Proper temperatures for different foods* How
to pick foods for dehydrating* How to marinate and
prepare foods for dehydrating* How to properly store
dehydrated foodsPLUS101 delicious recipes showing
exactly how to make:* Vegetable Chips* Fruit
Leathers* Granola* Trail Mix* Jerky* And much, much
more!FULLY GUARANTEED, NO RISK!Hit the "Add To
Cart" button today!Remember - FREE SHIPPING for
Amazon Prime members :)

Dehydrator Cookbook
The Ultimate Guide to Dehydrating Food for the Trail.
Over 75 trail-proven backpacking recipes will have
you cooking like an accomplished chef with step-bystep instructions and full-color photos on every page.
Discover a scrumptious variety of light-weight options
for meals, snacks and desserts. Whether you hit the
trail with a backpack, kayak, bicycle, sailboat, RV or
motorcycle, Chef Glenn's backpacking cookbook is
guaranteed to make meal time as deeply satisfying as
your adventures. Cook healthy and hearty trail meals
as easily as freeze-dried meals – without the artificial
ingredients. While absolutely delicious, the preassembled meals are easy to cook in camp with
nothing more than a small pot, stove and spoon.
Ensure your food stays safe and secure with Chef
Glenn's dependable and well-organized food packing
techniques. Comfortably carry a week's worth of
dehydrated meals without stopping to resupply. Save
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half of the book
coversVolume
how to dehydrate
fruits,
vegetables, meats, scrambled eggs and more. Learn
how to make bark by drying starchy root vegetables,
Chef Glenn's innovative but simple technique for
making flavorful and saucy backpacking meals. The
second half of the book presents a wide variety of
delicious recipes for breakfasts, lunches, dinners and
desserts.

The Complete Food Dehydrator
Cookbook
The Complete Dehydrator Cookbook: the definitive
guide to deliciously easy meals From sun-dried
produce in ancient Egypt to salty air-dried fish aboard
Viking ships, dehydration is one of the oldest, most
versatile methods of preservation--creating foods that
are compact, perfect for traveling, and great for a
quick snack or backup meal. The Complete
Dehydrator Cookbook is your all-in-one guide to easy,
affordable home drying, pairing delicious dehydrated
foods with easy-to-navigate guidance to get you
drying in no time. Whether you're preserving seasonal
crops or making protein-packed camping snacks, this
dehydrator cookbook takes you through the ins and
outs of dehydrating, storing, and rehydrating a wide
variety of foods. The Complete Dehydrator Cookbook
is also brimming with 125 simple dehydrator recipes
for everything from stews and curries to herbal teas
and spice blends to ready-to-eat breads, crackers,
and cookies. The Complete Dehydrator Cookbook
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more than 75
different kinds of food, including fruits, vegetables,
herbs, nuts, yogurt, tofu, meat, pasta, rice, and more.
Dehydrated dishes--Enjoy a variety of deliciously
healthy recipes in this dehydrator cookbook, including
just-add-water instant meals, and snacks like fruit
leathers, chips, and jerky. Low temp, big flavors--Raw
foodists will find plenty of low-temp, plant-based
foods to make, like Mixed Vegetable Bread, Sweet
and Salty Dried Almonds, and Double-Chocolate
Biscotti. Whether you're on the go or snacking at
home, the portable dishes in this dehydrator
cookbook will add some deliciousness to your pantry.

The Dehydrator Bible
Quick and easy package and prepare meals—just add
water. Prepackaged meals in a bag to throw in the
crockpot or take on the trail. Includes crockpot meals,
family dinners, healthy recipes, meals/foods for
campers, hikers, backpackers, snacks, desserts,
appetizers and dips, and seasonings. For today’s
families who want quick and easy to prepare meals
For taking on the trail—the outdoor market of hikers,
backpackers who want to prepare their own delicious,
nutritious foods for pennies a meal Survivalists
looking for meals that they can store and keep for
whatever the emergency—dehydrated foods keep
longer than canned and frozen For those who grow
their own foods in the garden and are looking for
ways to preserve the bounty For those who want to
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Dehydrator Recipes Volume 1
Good Food for Outdoor Adventures
Recipes for Adventure
**INCLUDES 365 DEHYDRATOR RECIPES** Own a
dehydrator? Well, this is just the beginning. What can
you prepare with the dehydrator? This dehydrator
cookbook provides an endless amount of recipes for
you to enjoy. Dehydrating has never been easier than
it is now. Go through all of the recipes one by one and
watch as you fall in love with food again. Melanie
Adams provides a range of breakfast, lunch, and
dinner recipes for you to sift through and implement.
Why not take advantage of it right now?! This is the
ultimate dehydrator cookbook you have been on the
look out for. Whether it is jerky, fruit leather, or
general snacks, you will find a recipe on offer in this
read. With this dehydrator recipe book, you will not
only learn how to dry foods, but how to use them as
well in proper recipes. Get your hands on this food
dehydrator cookbook and get started now! Whether
you own a Nesco, Excalibur, Presto, Nutrichef, or any
other dehydrator, this is a great recipe book to use
moving forward.

Quick and Easy Dehydrated Meals in a
Bag
A food dehydrator is a versatile kitchen appliance that
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Not only can
you and
healthier and add variety to your diet, you can save
money at the same time! The snack recipes in
Dehydrating at Home are a perfect solution for busy
families who do not want to compromise when it
comes to health and nutrition. Dehydrating at Home
features easy recipes for the beginner such as Dried
Nectarines, Strawberry-Apple Fruit Leather, or Dried
Tomatoes. It also features a wide variety of recipes
that take dehydrating to the next level such as Polka
Dot Fruit Roll Ups, flatbreads, cookies, and yogurt.
The majority of the recipes are inspired by fresh
seasonal ingredients that develop upon the
ingredients' innate deliciousness. Dehydrating at
Home emphasises foods that store well for months in
addition to being easy to grab on your way out the
door to school, work, sporting events, or a walk in the
woods. The Herbs & Seasonings chapter is an
exception to this rule, but its simple recipes strive to
make your time in the kitchen easier and more
fruitful. Once you learn what to look for in a
dehydrator, how to prepare your foods for
dehydrating, and how to store your bounty, your
dehydrator can become a major player in your kitchen
that can save you a great deal of money as well as
produce foods that are much fresher and tastier than
their supermarket counterparts.

The Dehydrator Cookbook for Outdoor
Adventurers
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There's no
friends, school lunchbox, or weekend-backpack dry
bag that isn't made more delicious and nutritious
thanks to a dehydrator. In this book are the secrets of
creating who-knew treats: all kinds of jerky, fruit
leathers, savory vegetable crisps, flavor-packed
powders that add oomph to your cooking, and perfect
melt-in-your-mouth meringues. Eighty recipes include
ways to incorporate your dried creations in your
baking, cooking, and cocktails. Maybe you didn't know
you needed a dehydrator. Now you do!

Complete Dehydrator Cookbook for
Beginners
Say goodbye to dairy and hello to variety with 150+
creative dairy-free recipes.

Dehydrating Foods
A “delightful” cookbook that “breaks new culinary
ground” with recipes using goat meat, goat cheese,
goat milk, and more (David Leite, author of The New
Portuguese Table). From high-end restaurants to
street food carts coast-to-coast, goat meat and dairy
products are being embraced across the country as
the next big thing. With its excellent flavor, wideranging versatility, and numerous health benefits,
goat meat, milk, and cheese are a new frontier for
home cooks. Goat is the world’s primary
meat—upwards of seventy percent of the red meat
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Volume 1 goatapedia, laughreaders. Goat
is a no-holds-barred
out-loud cooking class, cheesemaking workshop, and
dairy-milking expedition all in one. With recipes such
as Pan-Roasted Chops with Blackberries and Sage,
Meatballs with Artichokes and Fennel, and ChocolateDipped Goat Cheese Balls, this book is sure to
become the standard cook’s resource for this new
frontier. “Awesome recipes and gorgeous
photography.” —Claire Robinson, Food Network host
and author of 5 Ingredient Fix

Dehydrating Food
Kindle MatchBook: The Kindle edition is FREE when
you buy the paperback edition today! 100 of the very
best dehydrator recipes with serving size, and
nutrition facts for every recipe! There is a reason why
dehydrating food is becoming so popular. It's because
dehydrated food often tastes better, is easy to store,
and is more portable and convenient to enjoy. There
are so many benefits to dehydrating food that if you
aren't dehydrating your own healthy and delicious
meals and snacks at home, you are missing out!
Enjoy amazing dehydrated food at home! You don't
have to choose between your health and enjoying
amazing meals and snacks. With this collection of the
top 100 dehydrator recipes, you can enjoy amazing
fruit leather, jerky, all kinds of healthy snacks made
out of dehydrated fruits, and so much more! Every
single recipe includes serving size, and nutritional
information! The dehydrator has been a true gamePage 9/33
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dehydrator makes it easy to enjoy amazing, healthy
meals and snacks either at home with your family or
on the go. Food isn't meant to be bland and boring
and that is why the dehydrator recipes in this book
are bursting with flavor! There is no need to slave
away in the kitchen for hours every night or destroy
your health eating fatty or sugary meals and snacks.
This collection of 100 dehydrator recipes are all fast
and easy to make, but taste so good your whole
family will love them! 100 amazing dehydrator
recipes so you can truly have it all! Eating delicious
meals cooked with a dehydrator does not mean you
are on a boring, bland, starvation diet. Eating bland
and weird food might be one way to be healthy and
lose weight, but that is not what the dehydrator is all
about! Let's face it: if eating well isn't enjoyable,
sooner or later it becomes impossible to stick to.
Don't set yourself up for failure! Grab these 100
amazing dehydrator recipes now and learn the many
delicious possibilities you could have today and every
day for months to come! Cooking healthy and
delicious meals and snacks at home with your
dehydrator can be easy and fun, but only when you
know the right recipes! For less than the cost of
visiting a fast food restaurant, you can get your hands
on months of dehydrator recipes, all with complete
nutritional information and serving sizes, in this
dehydrator cookbook. Every single recipe is easy to
make and is so healthy and delicious you will be
proud to serve these meals to your family and friends
over and over again! Mouth-watering dehydrator
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has assembled
the very best dehydrator recipes that are among the
best you will ever taste. These recipes are second to
none when it comes to promoting optimal health but
they taste so good you'll never feel like you're giving
up anything! Not only that, you can feel good about
eating these meals and snacks because they are
healthy for you and your family. Say 'YES' to the top
100 dehydrator recipes and a healthier and more
energetic you! Grab this cookbook today and discover
why preparing fresh and healthy meals and snacks
with the dehydrator is becoming so popular. Don't
take a pass on these amazing recipes that your family
will love and that will make you feel healthier and
better than you have in years!

Dried & True
The Spicy Dehydrator Cookbook
Your food dehydrator can do more than you think!
Learn how to use your new (or old) food dehydrator
like a Pro! Do you own a Nesco, Excalibur, Presto,
Waring, Ronco or other food dehydrator? Then you'll
need this book! Amazon #1 Best Seller author Lisa
Brian has cracked the code on food dehydrating, and
written an easy-to-use yet comprehensive guide to
getting the most out of your dehydrator. Here's what
you'll learn: * How to get the most out of your new
dehydrator * How to dehydrate anything! (from fruit
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* HowVolume
to marinate
for dehydrating * How to properly store dehydrated
foods PLUS101 delicious recipes showing exactly how
to make: * Vegetable Chips * Fruit Leathers * Granola
* Trail Mix * Jerky * And much, much more! (Scroll up
and click on book cover to "LOOK INSIDE" and see full
recipe table of contents) OUR SIMPLE, NO-RISK
GUARANTEE: Learn how to cook with your food
dehydrator like a pro, and enjoy the most flavorful
snacks and meals that your family and friends will
love, or we will refund you! Ready to master your
dehydrator like a seasoned chef? Then hit the "Add to
Cart" button now! FREE SHIPPING for Amazon Prime
members.

The New Food Dehydrator Cookbook
Food dehydration is the oldest form of food
preservation techniques, it has existed for thousands
of years with the earliest methods been sun and air
drying, where raw food items were spread out under
the sun and exposed to hot air for long periods to dry,
but these days, with the advancement of modern
technology and innovation, there are so many other
methods to effective dehydration. This Dehydrator
Cookbook includes a detailed guide to cooking,
dehydrating, storing, and reheating various kinds of
foods, fruits, and vegetables. This Dehydrator
Cookbook will help you take advantage of a surplus
availability of fresh produce, save your money, and
reduce excess food wastage. Below is a list of what
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1 to an Effective
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TipsVolume
and Tricks
Dehydration Practical Dehydration Techniques For
The Best Results Step-By-Step Instructions For
Dehydration Fruits, Vegetables, Meat, and More With
a comprehensive step-by-step guide that even a
complete beginner will understand, this Dehydrator
Cookbook provides you with all the practical
knowledge you need to know about food dehydration,
and since you are ready to get started, scroll up, click
the “Buy Now” link, get your copy today, and enjoy
delicious new flavors with this brilliant cookbook!

Dehydrator Cookbook
Dehydrating is not just the oldest form of food
preservation known to man, it is a great way to have
healthy food on your table in season and out of
season.The New Food Dehydrator Cookbook contains
187 step by step recipes for creating dehydrated
fruits, vegetables, meat, fish, snacks and other foods
with intense flavor. You can make the most of your
garden harvest, take advantage of sales and cut down
the cost of making meals for your family. And most of
all, you will know that you are eating healthy food
preserved without chemicals. Your kids will love the
healthy snacks and meals will be more interesting
with the variety of dried ingredients at your disposal.
Dehydrating your own potatoes, carrots, onions and
other staples means no more last minute runs to the
grocery store. Part 1 of The New Food Dehydrator
Cookbook provides 137 recipes for dehydrating all
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And
Dehydrator
Recipes Volume
MushroomsDehydrating
Meats,1Poultry, Seafoods
(Jerkies)Dehydrating Grains And SeedsDehydrating
Herbs, Flowers And Making Tea BlendsPowders
(Spices) And Leathers Dehydrating Herbs, Flowers
And Making Tea Blends Dehydrated Tofu, Eggs And
Dairy Part 2 has 50 recipes for cooking with
dehydrated ingredients including:Breakfast And
Brunch Soups, Stews And Chili Meat, Poultry And
Seafood Entries Vegetarian And Vegan Entries Sides,
Sauces, Stuffings, Pickles & Salsas Desserts Additional
information includes Success Tips For Dehydrating,
Pretreating Food Before Dehydrating, How To Pack
And Store Dried Food, Rehydrating Food and Choosing
A Good Dehydrator.

365 Days Of Dehydrator Recipes: A
Complete Dehydrator Cookbook For
Making And Cooking Dehydrated Foods
Far from being a fad, food dyhydrating is one of the
most ancient, effective, and nutritous ways of
preserving food. Now, at last, there is a book that
teaches absolutely everything there is to know about
using an electric food dyhydrator to dry foods at
home -- and gives more than 100 foolproof recipes for
scrumptious snacks and meals made from dried
foods. With this extraordinary book, you can learn
how to cross junk food and expensive store-bought
snacks off your family's shopping list -- and add to
your cupboard homemade, preservative-free fruit
leathers, candied apricots, beef (and fish) jerkies,
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gives
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techniques
Dehydrator
Recipes
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1
and instructions
for preparing
kind of fruit (from
apples to watermelon) and vegetable (from asparagus
to zucchini). She also provides important shopping
tips for buying an electric food dehydrator. The
recipes for cooked meals (including mushroom soup,
sloppy joes, pesto, and moist banana bread) will make
this book a kitchen classic. And recipes for
lightweight, filling trail snacks mean that the book will
travel, too. Additional chapters explain to how make
herb seasonings, granolas, celery powder, cosmetics,
dried fruit sugars, potpourri -- and even pet treats!
Food drying is an excellent way for gardeners to
preserve their produce. It is a great way to make
healthful snacks for the kids. It's perfect for the new
wave of thrifty consumers who can't bear to spend
dollars at health food stores for treats they cold make
for pennies themselves. And food drying doesn't use
chemicals or preservatives—so it's great for you and
for the planet, too!

The Complete Guide to Drying Foods at
Home
The Effortless Dehydrator Cookbook This book
includes: Benefits оf Dehydrating Fооds Meat, Fish &
TоfuVegetable Fruits Tea Pоtpоurri Pоwders And
Leathers "Just add Water" Recipes Grab this copy and
start your journey towards a healthy lifestyle. Let's
get cooking!!!

Dehydrating at Home
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"Great book
folks who have made jerky before." There is nothing
like savory, chewy jerky to satisfy a hunger craving.
This delicious treat has seen a resurgence as more
and more people have been returning to the basics
and adopting a self-sufficient lifestyle. Not only is
homemade jerky much less expensive than the
packaged kind, but it’s also surprisingly simple to
make, and it’s much more flavorful. This incredibly
hardy food has stood the test of time, and it’s not
hard to see why—it lasts long, tastes great, and
travels well. In The Jerky Bible, Kate Fiduccia shows
you how to create delicious jerky with instructive stepby-step photos that take you through the process.
Inside, you’ll learn how to utilize more than forty
flavorful marinades to create a wide range of flavors
including Caribbean marinade, sweet beer marinade,
and Apple Valley marinade. In addition, readers will
learn how to identify the best cuts for jerky, the
process behind preparing it, the different types of
equipment available for drying jerky, and how the
process has changed over the years. Fiduccia offers a
wide range of jerky recipes covering beef, pork,
chicken, venison, turkey, game birds, and fish. Enjoy
more than fifty recipes, such as: Aloha jerky Fast and
easy teriyaki jerky Honey Lola sweet venison jerky
Brian’s hot-to-trot venison jerky On the range jerky
Skip the junk food and start enjoying this delicious
snack today! Skyhorse Publishing, along with our
Good Books and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a
broad range of cookbooks, including books on juicing,
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1 on gluten-free
We’ve been successful
with books
cooking, vegetarian and vegan cooking, paleo, raw
foods, and more. Our list includes French cooking,
Swedish cooking, Austrian and German cooking,
Cajun cooking, as well as books on jerky, canning and
preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and vinegar,
bone broth, and more. While not every title we
publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Complete Dehydrator Cookbook
No matter what kind of outdoor adventure you're
planning, eating well on the trail is the key to success.
The recipes in this book have been created to nourish,
energise, and revitalise you, all while satisfying your
taste buds. Good Food presents 100+ lightweight, yet
tasty recipes for hikers, campers, paddlers and other
outdoor enthusiasts. This book will help you to:
prepare lightweight , quick and delicious meals on the
trail. Make muffins, breads and other baked treats in
the backcountry. Start dehydrating food for
backpacking meals at home even you have never
done this before. Plan and organise food for multi-day
trip in the wilderness. Readers will love this book if
they have been: Tired of hauling pounds of food into
the backcountry on top of all the equipment required
to stay comfortable during the trip; Fed up with
expensive and tasteless commercial food items full of
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carrying a whole 'kitchen' in their backpacks; Unable
to find trail food that suits their dietary needs.

Supercharged Food
Presents detailed instructions for drying a wide
variety of foods, discussing dehydrators, drying
techniques, and the time and cost benefits of the
process, along with a series of recipes using dried
ingedients.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to
Dehydrating Foods
"Dehydrating is one of the most effective ways to
preserve food for maximum nutrition at very low cost.
Sales of dehydrators are soaring as many cooks reject
the suspect ingredients in commercially prepared
foods. Dehydrating with the recipes in this book is one
way to control all ingredients and please the whole
family. "--From publisher description.

Backpack Gourmet
The Spicy Food Lovers’ Cookbook
Did you know you can use your dehydrator for
purposes other than dehydrating food? This book
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Nesco SnackMaster
Dehydrator.
No other
book
Dehydrator
contains the Recipes
variety ofVolume
recipes, 1instructions and tips
for your Nesco SnackMaster Pro. LEARN HOW TO:
*LEVERAGE YOUR SNACKMASTER - With crystal clear
instructions so you can spend your time eating
amazingly delicious foods, snacks or gourmet meals
instead of reading and researching how. *QUICKLY
LEARN PRO TIPS & TRICKS - Did you know that you
can also make nutritious powders and fragrant tea
blends with the Nesco SnackMaster? *EASILY IMPRESS
YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY - Our recipes go far
beyond traditional snacks, providing you with endless
possibilities for amazing breakfasts, entrees, desserts,
sides, and even soups and stews! *SAVE MONEY
WHILE USING YOUR SNACKMASTER - Did you know
dehydrating food is an amazing way to save money?
This book will show you ways to get the most out of
your ingredients, so you can really feel those savings.
*CUSTOMIZE YOUR SEASONINGS FOR MEATS. *ADD
JUST THE RIGHT AMOUNT OF SUGAR TO ENJOY YOUR
CREATIONS JUST THE WAY YOU LIKE THEM. LEARN
HOW TO AVOID: *Food sticking to the dehydrator
trays. *Wasting time with the wrong temperature
settings. *Wearing out your device by not knowing
how to properly clean and store the machine.
*Wasting money on spoiled foods. PLUS *Delicious
recipes showing exactly how to make treats like:
-Lemon Cookies -Peach Cobbler -Cinnamon Apple
Cookies -Spicy Corn Salsa -Chili Rubbed Pork Loin
-Mushroom Crusted Beef Tenderloin and recipes like
the following: *Banana Bread Pudding This delightful
combination of banana bread and bread pudding
makes for an easy dessert after a busy day, or on the
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1 cup cashews,
bananas, sliced
into rounds
*1/4
chopped *1/2 cup white bread, cut into large chunks
*1 tablespoon brown sugar *Instructions: 1) Place the
banana slices on the racks of your Nesco
Snackmaster and set to 125F. Dehydrate for 8 hours
or until completely dried. 2) In a zip-lock bag,
combine the bananas and brown sugar. In another ziplock bag combine the bread chunks and cashews. 3)
To rehydrate, combine all ingredients with 1/2 cup
warm water and allow to sit for 5 minutes before
stirring and serving. If you're ready to enjoy the best
Nesco meals you've ever tasted, then hit that "Add to
Cart" button now! Try it today! MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE & FREE shipping for Prime members!

The Complete Trail Food Cookbook
The Complete Dehydrator Cookbook-- the definitive
guide to deliciously easy meals. Far from being a fad,
food dehydrating is one of the most ancient, effective,
and nutritious ways of preserving food. With this
extraordinary book, you can learn how to cross junk
food and expensive store-bought snacks off your
family's shopping list -- and add to your cupboard
homemade, preservative-free food. It is a great way
to make healthful snacks for the kids. It's perfect for
the new wave of thrifty consumers who can't bear to
spend dollars at health food stores for treats they cold
make for pennies themselves. And food drying
doesn't use chemicals or preservatives-so it's great
for you and for the planet, too! Whether you're on the
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Did you know that Dehydrating food is the oldest form
of all food preservation techniques? Do you want to
learn how to master this incredible process for
yourself? Then this book is for you! Dehydrating food
has existed for thousands of years. The earliest forms
of food dehydration were natural solar and air drying,
where people exposed raw ingredients or brinewashed food to the sun and hot air for long periods.
But in the modern day, there are so many different
brilliant ways to dehydrate your food and make the
most of your money! Whether you want to dry pasta,
prosciutto, beef jerky, pork, or an assortment of fruits
like plums and grapes, this brilliant guide reveals how
you can practice dehydrating food for yourself! Here's
what you'll find inside: An Introduction to Dehydration
Why Dehydrating Is Among the Best Food
Preservation Methods Simple, Medium and Advanced
Recipes Illustrated Step-By-Step! The BEST Tips and
Trips to Dehydrate Your Favorite Food Dehydrator
Foods and a Ton of Tasty Recipes Common Beginner
Mistakes - and How to Avoid Them! All the Ingredients
and Equipment You Will Need for Your Recipes And
Much More! Drying is one of the best ways of taking
advantage of a surplus of fresh produce. This can help
save you tons of money, especially if you're buying
seasonal fruits or vegetables when they're at their
cheapest. Inside this recipe book, you'll have 150
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The Complete Food Dehydrator Recipe
Book
Improve your backpacking experience by creating the
delicious and healthy home-dried meals and snacks
featured in this book.

My Ultimate EXCALIBUR Food Dehydrator
Recipe Book
This guide to dehydrated foods introduces the history
and economic benefits of drying foods and shows how
to equip a kitchen, shop for ingredients, and stay safe
during food prep. It also teaches proper techniques
and reviews the tools needed to make basic recipes
for dried fruits, vegetables, and herbs, as well as dried
dairy products and meat jerkies. Includes a glossary
of terms, further resources, and a list of frequently
asked troubleshooting questions.

The Moon Juice Cookbook
Supercharged Food is a simple and inspiring guide to
eating for optimum health. It features more than 90
recipes that are gluten, wheat, dairy, yeast and sugarfree, each bursting with nutrient-rich or 'super' foods
that will help nourish and heal your body. Whether
you have coeliac disease, food allergies or you just
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The Beginner's Guide to Dehydrating
Food, 2nd Edition
With the easy-to-follow, step-by-step directions here,
anyone can have fun, save money, and create
delicious meals by dehydrating food. Learn the basic
methods—sun drying, oven drying, net bag, and
commercial food dehydrators—before moving on to
drying herbs for tea, making your own tasty (and
healthier) jerky, and so much more. Also included is a
section on the nutritional benefits of drying food. With
164 recipes ranging from breads to desserts, soups to
pies, and cereals to entrees, Dehydrating Food is a
book for anyone who is interested in learning how to
save money and create delicious meals by drying
their own food.

The Big Dairy Free Cookbook
The founder of L.A.'s hottest wellness boutique,
Amanda Chantal Bacon offers the ultimate resource
for foodies looking to restore their health the natural
way, using functional foods to create seriously healing
drinks, snacks, and sweet treats. Since Amanda
Chantal Bacon founded Moon Juice in 2011, it has
evolved into one of the nation's fastest growing
wellness brands, and in The Moon Juice Cookbook, she
artfully distills her powerful approach to healthy
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recipes harness
the healing
properties
of adaptogenic
herbs, raw foods, and alkalizing ingredients to create
potent drinks, snacks, and sweets that deliver a
multitude of benefits, including sparked libido,
glowing skin, and boosted immunity. She begins by
guiding readers through the fundamentals of the
Moon Juice kitchen, teaching them how to stock the
larder with milks, juices, cultured foods, and
"unbakery" doughs and crèmes--all of which can be
mixed and matched to create nutritionally turbocharged meals with minimal effort--and the essential
time- and money-saving strategies they'll need to
make their new kitchen practices stick. With recipes
for healthful, delectable indulgences like Strawberry
Rose Geranium Bars, Hot Sex Milk, Savory Tart with
Cheese and Tomato Filling, Pulp Brownies with Salted
Caramel Sauce, Yam Julius Milk, and Chocolate Chaga
Donuts, The Moon Juice Cookbook is the stylish yet
pragmatic roadmap readers need to achieve optimal
wellness in a natural and delicious way.

My NESCO SnackMaster Pro Dehydrator
Recipe Book
Spice-Packed Dishes for Sizzling Flavor at Every Meal
Calling all chiliheads! Become a master of spice with
these 75 easy recipes for big, bold flavor. Mike
Hultquist, creator of the blog Chili Pepper Madness
and author of The Spicy Dehydrator Cookbook, takes
you head first into the wide world of all things spicy.
Explore peppers, like poblanos, jalapeños and
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Italian
discover how simple it is to layer pepper varieties and
spices for incredible depth of flavor. Learn how to
achieve just the right amount of zing, whether mild,
medium or sizzling. For a memorable meal that’s low
on heat, try Sweet-Chili Glazed Bacon-Wrapped Pork
Tenderloin, which mixes sweet red pepper jam with
your favorite hot sauce. Bring it up a notch with
Shrimp in Fiery Chipotle-Tequila Sauce, which blends
deep chipotle flavor with a kick of serrano pepper. If
it’s mouth-numbing spice you’re after, go for the Allthe-Way Arrabiata, a satisfying pasta dish amped up
with pepper infused olive oil and whole ghost
peppers. With stews for your slow cooker, burgers for
the grill, and eggs for the skillet, it’s easy to enjoy an
amazing array of spicy dishes, all day, every day.

The Food Dehydrating Bible
Provides recipes for trail foods made by combining
foods dried at home with store-bought ingredients,
with many recipes needing only the addition of water
and some requiring no cooking at all.

The Jerky Bible
Food dehydration is not just for prunes and raisins
any more; A recent study in the United States
revealed that the dried and dehydrated food industry
made more than $6 billion in revenue in 2009 alone.
Thanks to advances in technology, dehydrating foods
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mold. Drying foods also gives you a source of raw,
nutrient-rich food that is easily available and requires
no additional preparation.The Complete Guide to
Drying Foods at Home provides you with all the
information necessary for drying fruits, vegetables,
meats, herbs, grains, and even dairy products. This
book will provide you with instructions on how to dry
foods using a food dehydrator and will also offer you
simpler alternatives for how to dehydrate foods using
an oven, microwave, or even the sun. You will learn
what equipment you need to get started and how to
properly store your food to ensure optimal freshness.
This book also provides you with recipes for any meal
of the day, whether you are looking for an easy
breakfast alternative or a quick soup you can prepare
for lunch. You will even learn how to prepare foods for
young children and pets. Drying your foods will not
only provide you with time-saving option for ways to
prepare your meals, it will also allow you to reduce
the amount of food you throw out each month.
Researchers at the University of Arizona found that
the average family wastes 14 percent of their food
purchases; learning how to dehydrate and store dry
foods can ensure the money you spend on groceries
will not be thrown out with the trash.We have spent
hundreds of hours interviewing dozens of experts who
will provide you with all the information you need to
start dehydrating your foods. We've spoken with
nutritionists and busy parents who advocate drying
foods as a way to save time and still prepare healthy
meals. This book is filled with delicious recipes and
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cooking and eating smarter.

Mary Bell's Comp Dehydrator Cookbook
Learn to use your Excalibur Food Dehydrator like a
Pro! Get the most out of your Excalibur Dehydrator
with 100 delicious recipes and illustrated "how to"
instructions tailored specifically for the Excalibur.
Want to spend your time creating delicious meals,
sides and desserts instead of reading a manual? Then
this book is for you! Designed to be the perfect
companion for anyone who owns an Excalibur Food
Dehydrator, this book contains the following: LEARN
HOW TO: - make a huge selection of perfect meat and
fruit jerky and fruit rolls - make delicious gluten-free
bread and crackers - create an amazing variety of
teas - make exotic and healthy spices - get the
absolute most out of your Excalibur. LEARN HOW TO
AVOID: - wasting food (and save money while your at
it) - longer than needed dehydration times - messy,
sticky dehydrator trays - mediocre results instead of
consistent, reliable results. OUR SIMPLE, NO-RISK
GUARANTEE: Learn how to prepare food with your
Excalibur like a pro and enjoy the most tender and
flavorful meals, sides and desserts your family and
friends will love or we will happily refund you! If
you're ready to enjoy the best meals you've ever
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Dehydrator Recipes Volume 1
The Complete Food Dehydrator Recipe
Book
The dehydrator is an incredibly useful tool for longterm food storage and making the most of your
garden harvest.

The Complete Book of Raw Food, Volume
1
Easy, Flavorful and Hot Recipes for Your Dehydrator
Take your dehydrator to new and spicy heights with
Michael Hultquist’s innovative recipes for everything
from hot sauces and spice mixes to jerky and soups
that you can rehydrate later. If you’re in the mood for
a mildly spicy jerky or want a hot sauce recipe that
will take your breath away, The Spicy Dehydrator
Cookbook has got you covered. These recipes will
help you get better use out of your dehydrator and
stock your pantry with staples that last longer and
taste better too. Serious chiliheads will love the Ragin’
Cajun Ghost Pepper Hot Sauce and Spicy CoffeeMaple Bacon Jerky. Easily-rehydrated meals like
Butternut Squash Risotto and Coconut Chickpea Curry
can make any meal gourmet in no time, and
Chocolate-Strawberry Power Bars are perfect for a
healthy energy boost on the go. With helpful tips,
tricks and killer recipes, The Spicy Dehydrator
Cookbook has everything you need to spice up your
food preserving game.
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to make the most of their garden's output, create
unprocessed snacks, and prepare meals that cost
dimes instead of dollars. The Ultimate Healthy
Dehydrator Cookbook is the first book of its kind that
shows how to affordably build a pantry full of dried
foods and use them to make healthy dishes. The
reasons for dehydrating food are as compelling today
as they were thousands of years ago--it's
environmentally sustainable, simple, quick and
delicious. The Ultimate Healthy Dehydrator Cookbook
is your all-in-one reference to dehydrating food and
your definitive guide to delicious and health-centered
recipes. No matter which dehydration technique you
choose--sun drying, oven drying, or electric food
dehydrator drying--The Ultimate Healthy Dehydrator
Cookbook will show you that making preserved foods
is easier to prepare than you might think and lasts
longer than canning or freezing. Filled with innovative
ideas for making meals with dehydrated food, The
Ultimate Healthy Dehydrator Cookbook also includes:
Instructions for dehydrating food using a range of
simple, fun methods Valuable nutritional information
with every recipe Tried and true methods for food
safety and storage Creative options for dehydrated
vegetarian and vegan entrees such as Eggplant,
Zucchini, & Spinach Lasagna, Loaded Sweet Potato
Tacos, and Root Vegetable Gratin Tips for preparing
desserts and snacks kids will love The Ultimate
Healthy Dehydrator Cookbook features: Perfect
Pretreatment * How to Rehydrate Foods * Essential
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The Ultimate Dehydrator Cookbook
Bestselling author of the Mini Farm series, selfsufficiency expert Brett Markham turns his attention
to the timeless art of food dehydrating. An avid food
dryer for years, Brett walks you through the simple
steps for dehydrating everything from traditional
classics like apples and jerky to more unusual fare.
Whether you’re following a raw food lifestyle or
looking for new ways to make the most of your
garden’s produce, this is an inside look at all aspects
of dehydrating. The Food Dehydrating Bible includes:
• Straightforward, easy easy-to to-follow instructions
• Dozens of recipes • Diagrams • One hundred color
photographs • And more! This is a must-have manual
for beginners and dehydrating gurus alike! Skyhorse
Publishing, along with our Good Books and Arcade
imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of
cookbooks, including books on juicing, grilling, baking,
frying, home brewing and winemaking, slow cookers,
and cast iron cooking. We’ve been successful with
books on gluten-free cooking, vegetarian and vegan
cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more. Our list includes
French cooking, Swedish cooking, Austrian and
German cooking, Cajun cooking, as well as books on
jerky, canning and preserving, peanut butter,
meatballs, oil and vinegar, bone broth, and more.
While not every title we publish becomes a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
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The Ultimate Healthy Dehydrator
Cookbook
This masterful collection of over 400 raw food recipes
is a "must-have" for anyone who enjoys vegetarian
cuisine. Whether you are curious about adding raw
foods to your diet, or have been eating raw for years,
The Complete Book of Raw Food, Second Edition
contains over 400 mouth-watering-recipes produced
by more than 50 of the world’s top raw food chefs,
and is your essential resource on choosing
ingredients, eating right and creating delicious dishes
to satisfy any palate. From soups and salads to main
dishes and desserts, The Complete Book of Raw Food,
Second Edition is the largest published collection of
raw food recipes. This new edition features more than
50 new recipes from up-and-coming chefs. Among
these inspired raw dishes are unexpected delights
such as Lasagna, Easy Pad Thai, Zucchini Bread, and
Granola--all delicious--all made with live ingredients.
The Complete Book of Raw Food, Second Edition also
includes advice on choosing ingredients, resources to
buy the tools you need to create raw dishes, and a
comprehensive Raw Food Glossary. The second
edition is expanded to include prep times for all
recipes an all-new color insert, and contains updated
information on kitchen equipment, techniques, and
raw food festivals. The Complete Book of Raw Food,
Second Edition includes a detailed preparation for all
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Complete Book of Raw Food, Second Edition: ■
Spinach Pesto ■ Raw Ravioli ■ Walnut Stuffed
Peppers ■ Tomato Wild Rice Soup ■ Chocolate
Smoothie ■ Watermelon Mountains Whether you're a
raw food devotee, a seasoned vegetarian, or just want
to prepare delicious, healthy recipes in your own
home, The Complete Book of Raw Food, Second
Edition is a kitchen essential.
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